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A LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Welcome to the summer issue of Elevated Magazine, Agent Inc.’s premiere industry publication keeping you up-to-date on 

everything happening in the world of luxury real estate! It has been an interesting summer, to say the least. The onset of 

coronavirus had an immense impact on the global economy, including the real estate industry at large. While times have 

been tough for many, our team at Agent Inc. has remained vigilant, working alongside our clients to close deals and discover 

dream properties. And that is why I am extremely proud to announce that Agent Inc. has not only continued moving forward 

and expanding through these unique times, but has also become one of the fastest growing real estate companies in the 

country! 

It’s hard to believe Agent Inc. is only 18 months old. Since our last issue of Elevated, we’ve added over 300 new agents to our 

roster, launched and established our brand in several markets across the nation, and now have our sights set on entering 

the international market in the coming months. In our 18 months of existence, Agent Inc. has sold over 900 homes, and has 

successfully launched 16 ancillary companies to provide agents and clients alike with everything they need to achieve a 

smooth, efficient, professional, and advantageous transaction with each property we represent. 

I’m also proud to announce the success of Agent Escrow and Agent Insurance, whose teams have closed over 120 and 100 

deals respectively. And lets not forget about the incredible group at Agent Auction, which has emerged as one of the hottest 

auction platforms in the world, offering the finest and most exclusive properties, boats, automobiles, jewelry, and jets all on 

an efficient, exciting, and expertly curated site.

Agent Inc. was created as a response to the drastic (r)evolution the real estate industry has undergone over the past few 

years. With so many of our competitors falling into crippling debt and unable to provide the service the modern client 

desires, we decided to design a platform that represents a much needed paradigm shift in the real estate industry, allowing 

us to fill a gaping void by providing exquisite service not only to our clients, but also to our agents. 

At Agent Inc., we use our tech-based approach to give every listing our utmost attention, creating a personalized marketing 

plan and advertising strategy in the most advantageous areas to ensure optimal results. We’ve left no stone unturned when 

it comes to providing the finest service to our clients, ensuring their assets are expertly managed, and their interests and 

goals are understood and realized. In short, Agent Inc. represents the future of real estate. We have refined and redefined 

what it means to be a top firm in one of the most competitive markets in the world. 

When we sat down to discuss our vision for Elevated, we wanted to create a publication that reflected the spirit and message 

of our company—forward-thinking, upbeat, colorful, savvy, chic, and of course, insightful. In our summer issue, you’ll find a 

vast array of engaging content built around our foundational themes of “community” and “neighborhood.” We’re spotlighting 

agents, builders, and properties in an effort to familiarize our readers with our world—and the Agent Inc. world is exciting, 

new, and completely revolutionary. Inside these pages, you’ll find select offerings, as well as information on our Agent Inc. 

family of companies, giving you insider access to some of the region’s finest real estate opportunities, agents, and minds. 

On behalf of all of us at Agent Inc., I’d like to thank you for taking the time to explore our world, our neighborhoods, and our 

culture. We look forward to continuing our growth, while offering the finest service, marketing, and industry knowledge in the 

world to everyone we have the pleasure of working alongside. 

Enjoy the latest issue of Elevated!

John McMonigle
Founder
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THE FASTEST AND MOST 
POWERFUL FERRARI YET

Designed by the Ferrari Styling Centre, the new 812 

Superfast redefines the formal language of front-engined 

V12 Ferraris, underlining the car’s exceptional performance 

with very sporty lines and proportions.  Seen in silhouette, 

the 812 Superfast has a fastback sleekness: a two-box 

design with a high tail reminiscent of the glorious 365 

GTB4 of 1969. The design of the flanks visually shortens 

the tail and is characterised by impressively muscular 

wheelarches which imbue the 812 Superfast with the 

power and aggression warranted by its imposing V12. Full-

LED headlights integrated into the design of the sculpted 

air intakes on the bonnet also emphasise that front 

muscle, integrating with, and wrapping around the front 

wheelarch. www.ferrariofnewportbeach.com
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P.129 FENDI
The Fendi architectural team from Milan has 
been intimately involved with the local team to 
create a one of a kind icon for Arizona and the 
United States. The building, the public spaces 
and the interiors of the Residences will all 
exude the elegance, grace, glamour and 
attention to detail which Fendi is known for.
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Creative Direction by Ferdinando Verderi 
Paintings by Falk Gernegross
www.pradagroup.com

PAINTED 
IN PRADA
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Creative Direction by Ferdinando Verderi 
Paintings by Falk Gernegross
www.pradagroup.com

The power of the hand and the impact of image; the intimacy 

of clothing; the power and positivity of color. And the blurring of 

reality with digital, something now being experienced everyday - a 

new idea of intimacy, a surreality reflective of these very particular 

times. The Pre-Fall 2020 Prada campaign is engineered to react 

to a changed world, reflecting a fusion of the human hand and 

eye with technology - each equally important, a hybrid means 

of communication, expression and creativity. Conceived and 

created alongside the Prada Fall/Winter 2020 menswear collection 

presented in January, for Pre-Fall 2020 color recalibrates classic 

garments, to give outfits a new actuality, a surreal ambiance. For 

the accompanying campaign, photographed in London on 13 

February 2020 by David Sims and painted in New York during the 

following weeks, physicality is questioned: the collection’s vibrant 

colors are isolated, abstracted, pushed center stage, highlighting 

their material essence and their disarming simplicity. Colorful 

clothes become pure color, color challenges the classic form of 

the photographs. The images and campaign films combine hand-

painted watercolors with digital artistry. David Sims’ black and white 

images of Freja Beha Erichsen act as monochrome canvasses 

for a subsequent intervention, creative expression via saturated 

color, applied with improvised spontaneity over the image. The 

silhouettes of the clothes, their seams and patterns, become ‘paint 

by numbers’ frames for energetic explorations of color – a dozen 

Prada-ist shades of Celeste blue, pink, yellow, orange, green and 

more. The campaign films propose another twist, transforming 

the model into the maker: Beha Erichsen determines her own 

image, her own authorship, brushing color onto her clothes and 

accessories in a surrealist gesture, simultaneously bringing them 

and her to life. These films will also give life to a multi-layered 

narrative through digital portals and the Prada Instagram. At a 

moment where our experience of society and culture is defined 

by the picture plane - computers, phones, television and magazine 

pages - with people at a remove from one another, this campaign 

takes inspiration from the accidental, the imperfection of handcraft 

and the unfinished nature of human interaction. Blurring lines 

between the photographic and the painterly, between technology 

and humanity, it is a subconscious echo of our moment. The joy of 

color via the joy of technology - both a means of communicating 

a message, immediately. Ultimately, that message is positivity - a 

fantasy, painted in Prada colors. 

PAINTED 
IN PRADA



James Carona and Heather Sacre are the founders of Heather James Fine Art, 
which include galleries in Palm Desert, San Francisco, Jackson Hole, New York 
and Montecito, along with consultancies in Los Angeles, Orange County, Chicago, 
Austin, Basel, and New Orleans. With a deep interest in art, history, cultures and 
education, Jim and Heather opened their first gallery 24 years ago, collecting and 
selling major art pieces, with the goal of bringing exceptional art to private clients 
and museums around the world.

Gil has been the proud owner of Body Wise Fitness since its inception in 2002. He 
entered the fitness industry upon graduating from Chapman University and has 
been assisting all ages successfully for 30 years. Gil played baseball at Chapman 
University and has a strong interest in working with sports specific athletes.

760.346.8926
jim@heatherjames.com
HeatherJames.com

James Carona 
and Heathre Sacre

Body Wise Fitness
mybodywisegym.com

949.645.6110

Gil Yurley

David Heil has spent his entire professional career shaping the growing industry 
of luxury men’s American bespoke tailoring. With over 30 years of experience as a 
personal clothier, tastemaker and business owner, Heil has successfully built 
David August into an exclusive brand that creates exquisite custom wardrobes for 
leading international talent in business, professional sports, and entertainment.

Sonja Kotzeff has spent her life in the luxury retail & design space. For the past six 
years Sonja has led all of the corporate partnership programs and client relations 
at David August, an exclusive brand that creates exquisite custom wardrobes for 
leading international talent in business, professional sports, and entertainment. In 
2019 Sonja started her own brand BIG YACHT which designs, manufactures and 
provides luxury leather belts and accessories. 

David@DavidAugustInc.com
www.DavidAugustInc.com

David August 
Heil

Deborah Robinson is a fervent culinary epicurean. She is currently enrolled in the 
illustrious Wine and Spirit Education Trust (WSET) with Peter Neptune, and her 
passion for food and wine has paved the way for her to travel abroad to 
experience, study, and cook alongside some of the world’s foremost chefs.

Certified Wine Sommelier
949.533.2234
deborah@agentinc.co

Deborah Robinson

Cars have always been Kirk’s passion. He was the top salesman for Rolls Royce 
three years running in the United States. After 28 years with Fletcher Jones it was 
time to branch out on his own. He achieved the rank of Master Certification With 
Mercedes. The highest level of accomplishment in Mercedes Standards. 

949.400.8586
BrokerKirkDawson@gmail.com

Kirk Dawson

Sonja@DavidAugustInc.com
www.DavidAugustInc.com

Sonja Kotzeff

Kurt is the founder and CEO of STA Jets, and has overseen its growth from 2009, 
when he purchased the one-plane charter company at John Wayne Airport. Today, 
with over 30 aircraft and counting, STA is the most flown private charter solution for 
Orange County.

STA Headquarters
949.756.1111

charter@stajets.com
www.stajets.com

Kurt Belcher

Joel is an Australian native who grew up on the coast of Sydney. His passion for 
boating began at the early age of 18 when he began servicing boats in the Sydney 
Harbor. After completing school for electrical engineering and gaining years of 
experience working as a mechanic at his uncle’s car shop, Joel started his own 
boat servicing company. Joel truly came to know boats inside and out.

949.466.6264
Joel@cacoastyachts.com

CaliforniaCoastYachts.com

Joel Romero

CONTRIBUTORS
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Your Best Choice for A
Second Opinion.

Phone: 310.846.8362
Email: Kirk@BadiiGroup.com
www.BadiiGroup.com
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Co-Founder
949.433.0496
scott@agentinc.co
DRE #00856564

Scott MacDonald

Residential Agent Inc.
Luxurious Estates
702.250.6062 | 702.280.2277
bobbarnhart@agentinc.co
jill@agentinc.co
DRE #01146007 | 01996997

Bob and J ill Barnhart

Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.533.2234
deborah@agentinc.co
DRE #01399425

Deborah Robinson

Residential Agent Inc.
Chief Experience Officer
623.533.7955
sabrina@agentinc.co
DRE #02075242

Sabrina Watson

Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.300.7342
gregory@agentinc.co
DRE #01982385

Gregory Lynch

Mike Taylor
Residential Agent Inc.
Manager of Broker Services
619.813.5950
miketaylor@agentinc.co
DRE #01224870
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All rights reserved | www.agentinc.co

All material published within this issue of ELEVATED is strictly for informational and educational purposes only. No individual or service is in any way endorsed by Agent Inc or Agent 
Inc Media provided as a substitute for the readers seeking of individualized professional advice or instruction. Readers should seek the advice of qualified professional on any 
matter regarding an individual, advice, recommendations, services or products covered within this issue. All information and material is provided to readers with the understanding 
that it comes from various sources from which this is no warranty or responsibility by Agent Inc or Agent Inc Media as to its or their legality, completeness, or technical accuracy.

©2020 Residential Agent Inc. is an Equal Housing Opportunity service provider. Residential Agent Inc. and its affiliates do not guarantee the accuracy of square footage, lot size or 
other information concerning the condition or features of property provided by the seller or obtained from public records or other sources, and the buyer is advised to 
independently verify the accuracy of that information through personal inspection and with appropriate professionals. If your home is currently listed, this is not a solicitation for 

your listing. Residential Agent Inc. DRE #02068079



PANERAI
EDITORIAL

SUBMERSIBLE CHRONO GUILLAUME 
NÉRY EDITION - 47MM

PAM00983

An extraordinary watch to introduce people 

to the world of Panerai: the fifteen people who 

acquire this special edition will have the 

opportunity of enjoying a unique experience 

with Guillaume Néry in the ocean depths of 

French Polynesia

www.panerai.com
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Length: 38.40m (126’)

Beam: 7.62m (25’)

Draft: 2.13m (7’)

Year built: 2018

Builder: Ferretti

Interior Designer: Francesco Paszkowski

Number of Cabins: 5

Guests: 10 sleeping, 12 cruising

Crew: 6

VISTA BLUE
YachtCharter@FraserYachts.com

FraserYachts.com

Charter Rate starts at $140,000 per week

Available in Bahamas and Caribbean
VISTA BLUE offsets carbon emission 

from every charter

Not available to US residents while in US waters
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JET BLACK & 
SATIN CHROME 

Complete kitchen in semi-gloss black stainless with chromed brass finishes. Cooking area with professional suite (L 168 cm) 

equipped with professional GN2/1 multifunction electric oven, 6 high-performance burners up to 7,5 kW and fry-top. Preparation 

island with solid wood chopping board and washing island (W  289 x P 115 cm) with sink (134 cm) and stainless steel worktop. Wall 

unit fitted with double refrigerator, wine cellar, coffee machine, microwave oven, warming drawers and double multifunction oven. 

Joinery in hand-painted solid walnut wood.

www.officinegullo.com
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Bottega Veneta Chain 

Cassette Bag

Perfect summer bag with 

bold colors and padded 

double-face shiny Intrecciato 

Nappa leather strips in an 

orthogonal weave. 

bottegaveneta.com

SUMMER
WOMEN’S GIFT GUIDE
CURATED BY SONJA KOTZEFF

BIG YACHT Leather Black Glossy Alligator Belt

You can dress down or up, go day or night, yacht or city, wedding 

or brunch, high waisted, low waisted or around your favorite blazer. 

bigyachtleather.com

Dior 30 Montaigne Bag

Calfskin siding and lambskin lining, a 

gold finish metal ‘CD’ clasp, custom 30 

Montaigne embossing, back pocket, 

and optional shoulder or cross-body 

carry, this high fashion art piece can 

travel anywhere anytime. 

dior.com

Jo Malone Myrrh & Tonka Cologne Intense

This Jo Malone Myrrh & Tonka Cologne 

offers an intoxicating, sensory-awakening 

fragrance culled from the rich, 

hand-harvested sap of the Namibian myrrh 

tree as well as the warm almond and vanilla 

notes of the Tonka bean. Sophisticated, yet 

feminine. Bold, yet quixotic. Simply put—it’s a 

scent guaranteed to create a memory.

jomalone.com

Martin Katz Microband Rings

These colorful bands remain 

unsurpassed in gem quality and 

are paired with a uniquely limited 

metal setting that allow the 

gems to take center stage.

martinkatz.com

Augustinus Bader Cream 

Subscription

Designed by a stem-cell scientist 

mastermind, this “miracle cream” is 

taking the world by storm with 

thousands of satisfied customers 

singing its praises for eliminating 

fine lines, reducing wrinkles, and 

creating radiant skin. 

augustinusbader.com

Villa in Careyes

Located in one of the most picturesque, Pacific Coast 

regions of Mexico, Careyes offers an enchanting mix of 

Mediterranean-Mexican architecture, indigenous and global 

culture, eco-preservation, art, and culinary creativity set in 

the midst of an idyllic and lush tropical enclave.

careyesre.net/listings

AMAIÒ Swim Maillot 

Designed to be worn slightly off 

the shoulders, this soft and 

comfortable one-piece features 

an empire waist that elongates 

the torso and creates a classic 

haute couture silhouette with a 

complementary slimming effect.

amaioofficial.com

20
20

Eden Rock St. Barths Edition Backgammon Set 

by Alexandra Llewellyn

For a truly one of a kind luxury backgammon 

experience, look no further than the Eden Rock St. 

Barths Edition Backgammon Set By Alexandra 

Llewellyn and get your game on poolside, 

yacht-side or home-side! 

alexandrallewellyn.com
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Own the Room/David August Slim Fit 

Tapered Orange with White Floral Print 

Cotton Trousers - Cut-to-Order

Originally offered as an exclusive 

custom-made vacation trouser made 

famous by a number of our most notable 

clients, these fashionable slim fitting pants 

can be styled casually or dressed up for a 

variety of social occasions.

davidaugustinc.com

SUMMER
MEN’S GIFT GUIDE
CURATED BY DAVID AUGUST HEIL

20
20

Ultimate travel Companion / David August Custom 

Genuine Crocodile Dopp Kit

Stunning spacious exotic leather Dopp Kit. Hand 

crafted by Italian artisans. Detailed with side handle and 

two outside cashmere lined zippered pockets to 

properly protect valuable items while traveling.

davidaugustinc.com Hair Volume /Bumble and 

bumble Sumo Tech Flexible 

Lo-Shine Creme Solid

A flexible styler that is part wax, 

part paste, part cream—for 

texture with a low-shine finish.

sephora.com

Face Fashion /David August 

Premium  Camo Cloth Face Mask

Meticulously fabricated in our 

workshop by our skilled master 

tailors, these face coverings are 

beautifully crafted from luxury 

Suiting and Shirting fabrics from the 

current season. davidaugustinc.com

Luxury Sea Toy /Sea Bob F5 SR

One particular distinguishing feature 

of the SEABOB F5 is its extremely low 

weight. Tipping the scales at just 29 

kg, the craft boasts a propulsive 

force of 480 newtons. The E-Jet 

Power System in the SEABOB F5 is 

controlled in 4 power levels.

seabob.com

AM Sweatshorts

Summer Swag/ August McGregor 

cotton track short. Offered in Navy, 

Charcoal Grey, Heather Green and 

Plum. Detailed with tonal embroidered 

contrasting stitch AM monogram. 

augustmcgregor.com

Air Dior/ High Top

For the Men’s Fall 2020 

Runway show in Miami, Dior 

and Kim Jones partnered 

with Jordan Brand to unveil 

the limited-edition Air 

Jordan 1 High OG Dior 

sneaker. dior.com

Garage Fashion/Harbor Freight 

ICON ROLLER CABINET

Industry-leading 16-gauge top and outside panels 

prevent dents and withstand the demands of daily use, 

and 18-gauge inside panels evenly support drawer 

and slide weight. harborfreight.com

Lux Beach Lounge/ 

Cape cod beach chair

This beautiful and extremely 

comfortable surfside recliner has 

five reclined position adjustments, 

extra wide arms feature dual 

beverage holders,  strong weather 

resistant and can be personalized 

with your embroidered initials.

capecodbeachchair.com

Private Getaway/Eden Rock Rockstar Villa

Beautiful detailing perfect cuisine superb 

housekeeping, all are the hallmarks of this 

one-of-a-kind experience. Private and 

secure behind 3-meter-high walls the 

house is ideally located on the beach of 

Saint Jean just a few steps from Villa Nina 

and the turquoise water of the Caribbean 

Sea. edenrockvillarental.com

Quiet - Men's Band Collar 

Cotton-Blend Jacket in Black

A relaxed modern jacket that's both 

cool and progressive. Impeccably 

tailored from textured cotton-blend 

twill. pashko.com

Customize it/Yeti 

RAMBLER 10 OZ WINE TUMBLER

While most things are better outdoors, it’s 

especially true of wine. Now, enjoying your 

wine in the wild is simultaneously hard core 

and laid back. yeti.com
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house is ideally located on the beach of 

Saint Jean just a few steps from Villa Nina 

and the turquoise water of the Caribbean 

Sea. edenrockvillarental.com

Quiet - Men's Band Collar 

Cotton-Blend Jacket in Black

A relaxed modern jacket that's both 

cool and progressive. Impeccably 

tailored from textured cotton-blend 

twill. pashko.com

Customize it/Yeti 

RAMBLER 10 OZ WINE TUMBLER

While most things are better outdoors, it’s 

especially true of wine. Now, enjoying your 

wine in the wild is simultaneously hard core 

and laid back. yeti.com
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Montage Healdsburg 

Montage Healdsburg is a new 258-acre resort slated to debut in late 2020. Set among historic 

groves, 130 luxurious bungalow-style guestrooms and suites will blend contemporary influence with 

environmentally conscious design, paying homage to the land. Located in the picturesque town of 

Healdsburg, the resort will also provide a perfectly situated launching pad to discover the best of the 

region, from iconic wineries to legendary culinary establishments.





Montage Healdsburg 
• The Ultimate Presidential Suite: The Guest House, an expansive 4,500-square-foot residence, elevated high on a knoll, will offer a modern 
retreat with three spacious bedrooms. Lush gardens connect one room to another, while a large outdoor hot tub invites you to soak and 
luxuriate under the oaks.
• Wine: Guests can discover the craft of winemaking through a handful of close partnerships with elite local vineyards, affording personalized 
and exclusive private tastings and tours. The crown jewel is the rare opportunity to join the resort’s talented partner and winemaker, Jesse 
Katz, at his recently opened Aperture Cellars winery just minutes away from the property. 
• Dining: Combining traditional French dishes with California influence, dining and bar options will offer seasonally focused cuisine crafted 
with fresh, local ingredients. 
• Spa & Wellness: From the yoga garden in the middle of the vineyard to treatments enhanced by the land, Montage Healdsburg offers a 
variety of rejuvenating wellness experiences. The 11,500-square-foot Spa Montage will be a retreat for the mind, body and soul in the heart 
of wine country.
• Family-Friendly: Montage Healdsburg features activities for the whole family. The standup paddle boarding on the Russian River or 
hundreds of miles of vineyard-laced roads to ride street bikes on, the archery range and pickleball courts delight families with fun and 
friendly competition. Montage’s signature Paintbox program will also serve as a source of entertainment for younger guests.
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SAINT HELENA, CALIFORNIA 94574

Founded in 1992, Colgin Cellars produces red wines of harmony and 

precision from extraordinary hillside vineyards in the heart of the Napa 

Valley. Over several years, Ann Colgin selected sites of unique location 

and distinctive geological profiles. Our enduring vision is to be sustaina-

ble stewards of the land and enhance the enjoyment for our clients as 

we craft wines that express perfume, freshness, and minerality while 

capturing the intensity and luscious fruit of the Napa Valley.

Esteemed wine writer Robert Parker has named Colgin “one of the fifty 

greatest wine estates in the world.”

www.ColginCellars.com



SAINT HELENA, CALIFORNIA 94574

Founded in 1992, Colgin Cellars produces red wines of harmony and 

precision from extraordinary hillside vineyards in the heart of the Napa 

Valley. Over several years, Ann Colgin selected sites of unique location 

and distinctive geological profiles. Our enduring vision is to be sustaina-

ble stewards of the land and enhance the enjoyment for our clients as 
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OWNER AND VINTNER OF COLGIN WINE

VINTNER SPOTLIGHT:

ANN COLGIN

• How do you know when you have a
particularly excellent vintage?
While we are blessed in Napa Valley to enjoy
consistently great vintages, each year
presents its own unique set of challenges and
rewards.  Our winemaker, Allison Tauziet, is
constantly in the vineyards with the team to
refine and guide the viticultural needs for that
particular year.  It all begins in the vineyard.

• What is your favorite varietal?
Cabernet Sauvignon!

• I recall my first experience with Colgin wine.
Bipin Desai brought a bottle to my home to
enjoy with my Father, Frank Robinson and
myself.  We all were in love with Colgin from
the first tasting. What makes connoisseurs
alike so in love with Colgin wines?
Our mission at Colgin Cellars is to craft wines
of exceptional quality that inspire joyous
experiences and create lasting memories; I
am delighted that you remember that first
experience. We produce red wines of
perfume, freshness and minerality from
extraordinary hillside vineyards in the heart of
Napa Valley.  Our enduring vision is to capture
the diverse bounty of our sites as well as the
intensity and luscious fruit of the Napa Valley.

• What was the first bottle harvested at Colgin?
1992

• Why is IX Estate known viticultural nirvana?
We are honored that the esteemed critic,
Robert Parker, called “IX Estate” a viticultural
nirvana.

• How did you come up with your wine label?
I worked closely with a graphic designer that I
knew through the art world to create a label
that reflects the timeless elegance that we
strive for in each of our wines.

• What is the most interesting thing
happening in the world of wine today?
Today there are more and more wonderful
wines from all around the world and the
quality has improved across the board. It is a
great time to explore!

• Where do you see Colgin 10 years from
now?
We will continue to learn and investigate new
techniques in the vineyards and in the winery
and we hope to expand the knowledge and
appreciation of our wines on a global scale.

• How do you and your husband start your
morning?
I am always ready for that first cup of coffee in
the morning while Joe is an iced tea drinker.  I
am then off to the gym, doing an online
pilates class or going for a hike.  In contrast,
Joe gets to the office early and prefers to
workout in the late afternoon.

• Where is your favorite place to holiday?
The South of France

• Who has been the most influential person to
nurture your success?
My mother who is now 103 has always been
my biggest supporter and my husband who
always has amazing advice.

• What words of wisdom do you have for the
Vintners coming up today?
Be part of a tasting group.  I learned so much
about wine by having the opportunity to
attend Bipin Desai’s tastings in Los Angeles
and by gathering my wine loving friends and
opening bottles together.

Interview by Deborah Robinson 
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911 BUENA VISTA, UNIT 1
SAN CLEMENTE
3 BED | 4 BATH | 3,287 SQFT

OFFERED AT $3,549,000

Gorgeous single level luxury oceanfront penthouse with amazing 

ocean views! This home offers 3 bedrooms with a huge office 

and bonus room which could easily be 4-5 bedrooms. With its 

rich spanish architecture and private rear deck with unbelievable 

unobstructed coastline views, this home is sure to please! The 

master suite is spacious with full ocean views that will take your 

breath away!

Deborah Linden
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.554.5825
deborahl@agentinc.co
DRE# 01768219
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P. (949) 791 - 8160

E. info@agentvacationrental.co

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120 

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 

www.agentvacationrental.co

Agent Vacation Rental is the premiere, one-stop vacation rental 

management company dedicated to providing luxury vacation 

properties in the most sought-after destinations. Combined with our full list 

of world-class in-house concierge services, Agent Vacation Rental 

produces customizable, comfortable, and memorable vacation 

experiences for all of its guests.

At Agent Vacation Rental, we dedicate ourselves to delivering the most 

luxurious and elevated vacation rental experiences imaginable, and are 

focused on providing our guests access to the worlds’ finest services and 

establishments. Our concierge service tends to our clients’ every need, and 

can effectively fulfill any request no matter how simple or extravagant. 
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P. (949) 791 - 8160

E. info@agentcreditrepair.co

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120 

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 

CREDIT REPAIR www.agentcreditrepair.co 

Agent Credit Repair is designed to enhance credit scores in about 35 

days, ensuring our clients can gain approval for strong credit profile 

items, including home, auto, appliances, and credit cards.

Agent Credit Repair is dedicated to providing coaching, education, and 

repair to create beneficial futures for our clients.  At Agent Credit 

Repair, we believe financing and excellent credit are the backbone of 

successful companies and is essential for individuals looking to 

enhance their life.





17116 PASEO HERMOSA
RANCHO SANTA FE
Reserve $4,600,000 | Offered at $6,795,000

BID NOW
HOW AGENT AUCTION WORKS

Agent Auction utilizes our global brand reach, major national television network 

circulation, targeted digital campaigns, and expert photography and literature 

to ensure each property, object, and item gains maximum exposure across each 

respective industry, worldwide. Our ability to separate ourselves as a distinctive 

upmarket auction site attracts an expansive assemblage of serious domestic and 

international prospective buyers with offers in hand, prepared to strike a deal from 

anywhere across the globe.

Agent Auction provides a modern, yet accessible new way to obtain both luxury real 

estate properties and luxury products. With our informative, efficient, and high profile 

site, buyers and sellers are able to choose an auction end date that suits their financial 

and lifestyle needs and expectations. With Agent Auction, the buying and selling 

of luxury real estate and merchandise has become a streamlined and simplified 

process. Agent Auction raises luxury properties and commodities to the next level 

of marketability and sales potential, while simultaneously meeting the financial and 

temporal demands of all parties.

Agent Auction—View. Bid. Sell. Win.



43’ 2014 CRUISERS YACHTS 
430 SPORT COUPE IPS
Auction starts July 8 | Auction ends August 8

Offered at $450,000 | Reserve $315,000

Experience top-of-the-line nautical performance, luxury, and recreation aboard this meticulously maintained 43’ 2014 Cruisers Yachts 430 

Sport Coupe IPS. Featuring dual fuel-injected 370 hp diesel engines, GPS, fish finder, FLIP infrared camera, night and fog vision, auto-pilot 

function, depth sounder, and dinghy davit system, this elegant vessel is well-equipped for the refined boating enthusiast.

Cruise in luxury in the 360° view cockpit with captain’s chair with double seat, dual throttles, sports wheel, molded control console with full 

engine instrumentation, as well as Raymarine E127 multifunction display with GPS receiver, digital chart-plotter and sonar, wet bar, and full 

length sunroof for those picture perfect days at sea. 
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2018 REZVANI TANK
Auction starts July 8 | Auction ends August 8

Opening Bid $195,000 | Offered at $250,000

Don’t miss this rare auction opportunity to own one of the world’s most lauded and sought-after tactical urban vehicles. Introducing, the 2018 

Rezvani Tank, a tough, stylish, do-it-all vehicle designed to take your on and off-road driving experience beyond the next level.  

Inspired by action-ready military vehicles, this high-performance triumph of power and technology has everything you need to navigate 

the toughest urban and natural terrain. With thermal night vision, off-road LED light bar, continuous video recording cameras, side cameras, 

off-road suspension, and a powerful 500 hp 6.4 L V-8, this “ready for anything” machine is built for both the true adventurer and outspoken 

tastemaker.



918 WEAVER LANE
ANAHEIM
3 BEDS | 3 BATHS | 1,533 SQFT

AUCTION STARTS JULY 8

AUCTION ENDS JULY 29

PUBLISHED RESERVE $447,930

BUY NOW $629,900

LIST PRICE $639,900

Come See this cozy Modern Farmhouse perfection with 3 

bed 3 bath located in the prestigious gated community of 

Tapestry Walk. Step foot inside this truly remarkable home 

that is both elegant and family friendly. This bright open-

floor-plan has a spacious living area, beautiful wood floors, 

balcony and multiple upgrades throughout. The chef-

inspired kitchen has beautiful ceasarstone countertops, 

breakfast island with seating, stainless steel appliances is 

designed for hosting and indulging in culinary adventures. 

Big spacious balcony for BBQ. Master suite is built for 

pure relaxation: features large walk-in closet, dual vanities, 

and private water closet. Outside, you’ll find beautifully 

landscaped grounds complete with large front porch, 

perfect for enjoying the fireworks of nearby Disneyland 

Resort. 







103 GRACE TERRACE
PASADENA
4 BEDS | 4 BATHS | 2,795 SQFT

AUCTION STARTS JULY 16

AUCTION ENDS AUGUST 7

PUBLISHED RESERVE $1,329,300

OFFERED AT $1,849,000

A Fully Reimagined Live/Work Estate in the Hills of Pasadena 

Don’t miss this rare Auction opportunity to own a fully 

reimagined live/work estate with stylish guesthouse and 

spacious office with private entrance. This contemporary 

masterpiece of design and function includes a vast array 

of custom upgrades including wide plank hardwood 

flooring, voice-recognition sound, lighting, and climate 

controls, imported tile accents, and picture windows with 

panoramic mountain and city light views. The chef’s kitchen 

is a gourmand’s delight and features Viking appliances, 

custom cabinetry, and designer countertops, and opens to 

the dining room, calming living room, and expansive deck, 

ideal for entertaining guests and dining al fresco.
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SAOTA’s Hillside home in Los Angeles is located immediately 

above Sunset Boulevard on a promontory just one over from 

Pierre Koenig’s landmark Stahl House. The site is a 20 000 square 

foot estate, featuring 300-degree views over the LA skyline and 

the city basin below, and the design was conceived of more as a 

self-contained oasis rather than a conventional house. 

The Stahl House served as a key point of departure. The forms 

and articulation of Hillside’s roof planes, which were pushed as 

far forward as possible so that they could create meaningful 

external covered living spaces, set its architecture in dialogue 

with the iconic silhouette nearby and connect it to the drama of 

its context.

The projecting eaves and soffits create a “fifth” façade proved 

fortuitous in creating a sense of identity because the wraparound 

HILLSIDE, LOS ANGELES, US

perimeter views necessitated the carefully controlled placement 

of solid walls and extensive use of glass to maximise the 

panoramic potential of the site. Consequently, the architecture 

is defined through the floating, overlapping horizontal floor and 

roof plates curating specific view axes rather than mass walls or 

external structure. 

The steep approach from below resulted in a dramatic entrance 

through a top-lit central atrium – rising via a 12-car underground 

garage and an indoor waterfall cascading into a courtyard – 

before surfacing into the centre of the living level in a dramatic 

moment of revelation as a dead-on view of downtown LA opens 

up. The programme is arranged around this focal view, loosely 

forming two wings, one oriented east-west, and the other north-

south. The largely open-plan interior, in the absence of mass walls, 

has been articulated vertically and through volumetric changes 



to rationalise the layout. 

References to modernist construction techniques are picked up 

in the articulation of the steel columns and the sensuous and 

tactile use of timber and limestone on the floors and wall, which is 

carried extensively throughout the interior and exterior detailing. 

Some of the identifying features such as the cut-outs in the roof 

have been reprised in the detailing of the interior ceilings to add 

interest. 

In keeping with SAOTA’s extensive experience in developing 

seamless indoor/outdoor open-plan living spaces appropriate to 

their base in Cape Town, South Africa, where the Mediterranean 

climate and topography are very similar to that in LA, they 

conceived of the programme as a series of living rooms 

connected to extensive covered outdoor terraces. These outdoor 

spaces are in turn enclosed by a vast undulating infinity pool 

and lush landscaping along the perimeter, subtly screening 

neighbouring properties (and ensuring their privacy) with climbing 

ficus trees. 

In keeping with the principles taken from the Stahl House and 

the ground-breaking Los Angeles Case Study Houses, which were 

built between 1945 and 1966, the generous allocation of outdoor 

space maximises the potential of the liveable climate, reconnecting 

contemporary LA architecture with a somewhat lost aspect of its 

modernist heritage.

Architect of Record            Woods + Dangaran 

Project Manager                 Park Lane Projects

Interior Designer                 MASS Beverly  



MOVERS &
SHAKERS
For this issue of Elevated magazine’s Agent Spotlight, we caught 

up with Agent Inc. agent Shelley Black, one of our top performers 

and top personalities. Shelley is a California native and proud 

O.C. resident of over 20 years. Over the last decade, Shelley has 

accrued over $300M in sales and has been a recipient of the 5-

Star Agent award for seven consecutive years. Her insider knowl-

edge of markets, background in construction and design, and 

vast financial knowledge have allowed her to seek out and 

discov-er the most beneficial opportunities for her clients, making 

her one of the top agents in all of Southern California. And that’s 

not all—Shelley is also an absolute joy to be around. 

We decided to pick her brain a bit on market trends, luxury 

real estate, and even her desert island wine and cocktail must-

haves. 

SHELLEY
BLACK

1. What inspired you to become a real estate agent?

I got into real estate to sell my own homes and avoid the 

fees and the rest is history!  

2. Can you tell us a little bit about your first “million

dollar listing” sale? 

Believe it or not, my very first sale was a $1.5 M home and 

I had no idea what I was doing.  I decided to tell the 

listing agent it was my first sale and ask for a little help! 

She was extremely gracious and helped me throughout 

the process.  Years later, I actually went to work for her. I 

find that most agents are willing to lend a helping hand 

if you just ask.

3. Predicting market trends is tough—what advice do

you have for people looking to sell right now?

Sell, sell, sell. The market I work in is definitely a sellers 

market right now. With that being said, sellers need to 

price correctly and make sure they have good 

representation. Design trends have changed and 

homes that were built just 10 years ago are considered 

outdated, so it’s very important that they do some 

upgrades or price accordingly.

4. Coronavirus landed in the U.S. and stalled the real

estate industry—but now, it’s coming back to life. Can 

you give us a little insight on current market trends?

I honestly can’t explain the buying frenzy that is going on 

right now other than a combination of low interest rates, 

the idea of being relatively quarantined for the next year, 

and investors redistributing funds from the stock 

market into the real estate market.

5. You’re success as a listing agent is remarkable.

What advice can you give luxury homeowners that will 

help their properties sell for their desired price?

One of my specialties is designing on a dime, so I 

explain how important it is to do some renovations that 

will get the most for their money and make the home 

turnkey. I have resources to get the renovations done 

fast and economically. I am also a big believer in 

staging a home, as there is factual data showing staged 

homes sell faster and for more money than non-staged 

homes.  

6. There’s been a lot of chatter about millennials 

entering the real estate market for the first time. What 

are the three most important things to look for when 

purchasing a home?

Location, neighborhood, and school districts. You can 

always remodel a home but you can’t change the 

location or neighborhood!

7. You’ve sold hundreds of homes over the course of 

your career—do you have any favorites?

Oh that is a tough one!  I would say it’s probably the 

flippers.  I work with a few investors that have bought 

homes to fix up and sell and the transformation is 

always my favorite part.  

8. You spend a lot of time traversing O.C. as an 

award-winning agent. What are some of your favorite 

neighborhoods to visit?

I specialize in South Orange County and primarily 

Ladera Ranch. I love the family community that it offers 

and the neighborhoods are hard to beat for raising a 

family. I also love Dana Point—I think it’s still the hidden 

gem of Orange County, and with the revitalization of the 

harbor and downtown, it’s probably my favorite beach 

community that still offers affordable homes. 

9. We hear you’re a big supporter of local business. 

What are some of your favorite spots to dine in O.C.?

Oh there are so many.  I love Lola’s Cafe in Ladera 

Ranch, Hannah’s in Rancho Santa Margarita, Five Vines 

Wine Bar in San Juan Capistrano, Trevor’s at the Track in 

San Juan Capistrano, Coastal Kitchen in Dana Point, 

Maison Cafe and Market in Dana Point, and Camellia 

Boutique in Dana Point.

10. Any favorite travel destinations our readers should 

visit in their lifetime?

Anyone that knows me knows I live for travel. I lived in 

London for two years so I’m partial to anything English. 

The city of London is hands down my favorite city in the 

world. And if you aren’t a city person, England’s country-

side, particularly the Cotswald,s is a storybook destina-

tion that everyone should visit at least once in a lifetime!

11. You’re on a desert island. You can have one wine 

and one cocktail for eternity. What are they?

New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc and a Moscow Mule.

S H E L L E Y  B L A C K
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homes to fix up and sell and the transformation is 

always my favorite part.  

8. You spend a lot of time traversing O.C. as an 

award-winning agent. What are some of your favorite 

neighborhoods to visit?

I specialize in South Orange County and primarily 

Ladera Ranch. I love the family community that it offers 

and the neighborhoods are hard to beat for raising a 

family. I also love Dana Point—I think it’s still the hidden 

gem of Orange County, and with the revitalization of the 

harbor and downtown, it’s probably my favorite beach 

community that still offers affordable homes. 

9. We hear you’re a big supporter of local business. 

What are some of your favorite spots to dine in O.C.?

Oh there are so many.  I love Lola’s Cafe in Ladera 

Ranch, Hannah’s in Rancho Santa Margarita, Five Vines 

Wine Bar in San Juan Capistrano, Trevor’s at the Track in 

San Juan Capistrano, Coastal Kitchen in Dana Point, 

Maison Cafe and Market in Dana Point, and Camellia 

Boutique in Dana Point.

10. Any favorite travel destinations our readers should 

visit in their lifetime?

Anyone that knows me knows I live for travel. I lived in 

London for two years so I’m partial to anything English. 

The city of London is hands down my favorite city in the 

world. And if you aren’t a city person, England’s country-

side, particularly the Cotswald,s is a storybook destina-

tion that everyone should visit at least once in a lifetime!

11. You’re on a desert island. You can have one wine 

and one cocktail for eternity. What are they?

New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc and a Moscow Mule.

S H E L L E Y  B L A C K
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3,000+ total acres in the coastal foothills of Santa Barbara region

2,700+ acre conservation easement | Restricted to agricultural use and to protect 
natural open space

Includes 30 total lots | 17 are buildable and individually taxed/titled and range from 40-
150 acres each | Four of the buildable lots have all necessary backbone infrastructure 
and designated residential building envelopes in place

Well-suited for development or as a private ranch | HOA in place

Ocean vistas and stunning mountain views

Surrounded by Los Padres National Forest

Pristine creeks and waterfalls | Avocado and lemon orchards

The Franklin Trail runs along the eastern edge of the property

Private hiking and horse trails are planned

12 miles from downtown Santa Barbara | 7 miles from Montecito
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John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004
john@agentinc.co
DRE #01123869

Francois Badeau
Principle
949.860.1571

601 LIDO PARK DRIVE 7A 
NEWPORT BEACH
2 BEDS | 2 BATHS | 1,873 SQFT   

PRICE UPON REQUEST

ELEVATE YOUR LIFESTYLE… BY DOWNSIZING

Design. Elegance. View. Find yourself living in the sky with 

panoramic main channel harbor, ocean, mountain and city light 

views, in this exquisite and custom Lido Bay condo. This 2 bed 

2 bath artistically conceived home features 1,873 square feet of 

natural light, refined hardwood floors, a chef-inspired kitchen with 

Caesarstone countertops, and unparalleled wood finishes and 

features. Outside, you’ll find a spacious balcony ideal for relaxing 

and internalizing an infinite amount of candied sunsets over 

Catalina Island. This sophisticated bay-front condo is located 

at the mouth of Lido Isle and within a world-renowned historic 

community, featuring fine dining and premiere retail in a bustling 

yet tranquil environment.



John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004
john@agentinc.co
DRE #01123869

Stephen Sutherland
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.278.3052
stephen@agentinc.co
DRE #01063950

7292 EXOTIC GARDEN DRIVE
CAMBRIA 
12 BEDS | 12 BATHS | 32,500 SQFT

OFFERED AT $34,000,000

The Retreat at Cambria, a private 80-acre estate on California’s 

pristine Central Coast, offers a lifestyle of limitless potential for 

recreation, rejuvenation and inspiration. Created as an exclusive 

entertainment estate, with grand scale event spaces indoors 

and out, wrapped in 180-degree unblockable ocean views and 

surrounded by the serene natural beauty of pine forest, open 

meadows and uncrowded beaches. The gated compound 

includes an exquisite Italianate main residence, guest house, 

staff apartments, and two flexible event halls, for a total square 

footage of 35,755. Bordered by large parcels, state park, state 

beaches and conservation land, the estate’s spectacular setting 

affords incomparable vistas and privacy. Cambria is famous for 

its temperate climate, romantic setting, two-mile long ocean 

boardwalk, fine dining, art galleries, and boutiques. Just inland, 

the Paso Robles wine region beckons with more than 300 

premium wineries.



John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004
john@agentinc.co
DRE #01123869

Stephen Sutherland
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.278.3052
stephen@agentinc.co
DRE #01063950
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691 MYSTIC WAY
LAGUNA BEACH
4 BEDS | 3 BATHS | 1,950 SQFT

OFFERED AT $2,550,000

Perched above the treetops on one of Laguna’s most 

sought-after streets, this true mid-century modern gem 

commands sweeping ocean views from every room. The 

home is perfectly comfortable in as-is, but also includes 

FULLY APPROVED PLANS to expand to over 3,000 square 

feet, including a new master suite, pool and spa (see 

renderings and floor plan in photos). The lower level has 

already been completely renovated with new wide-plank 

French oak floors, new modern bathrooms and plumbing, 

new doors and windows, custom built-ins, new lighting and 

electric, and new sliders opening the family room onto a 

large deck. An expansive covered patio offers a quiet retreat 

with ocean views.

Chris Guziak
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.285.0509 
chrisguziak@agentinc.co
DRE# 01487719
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COASTAL FUSION
Dining Out with Executive Chef of Oak, Chris Mahler

“Rustic, modern, California comfort.” These are the words that 
best describe Executive Chef Chris Mahler’s award winning 
restaurant, Oak, in Laguna Beach. For several years, Oak has 
been serving up the freshest and most innovative farm (and 
sea) to fork creations in the area, establishing itself as one of 
the preeminent “locals” establishments. With a diverse, seasonal 
menu, as well as an array of imaginative craft cocktails, and a 
deep, yet accessible wine list, Chris and his team at Oak pride 
themselves on bringing the local artistic, coastal, and laid-back 
beach vibes synonymous with Laguna directly to the table. 
Located just north of downtown Laguna Beach, this buzz-worthy, 
ocean-view eatery serves up culinary adventures that are bound 
to keep your belly and your soul wanting another go-round. 
Elevated was excited to talk to Chris and gain some insight on 
the inspiration behind Oak, as well as the Laguna Beach scene.

Oak has generated quite a reputation for its amazing food and 
atmosphere—especially with the locals. Tell us, what is the 
inspiration behind Oak?

I think the inspiration behind Oak can be summed up with one 
word—“family.”   What sets us apart from everyone else is the 
experience we give our guest. From the moment they walk in the 
door until the time they leave, we try to make everyone feel like 
they our part of our family. We decorate tables for birthdays and 
anniversaries, pride ourselves in getting to know our locals, and 
do whatever we can to make everyone’s night memorable.

Laguna Beach is a very sensual region—it has a distinct feeling, 
vibe, look, and scene. How does Laguna motivate your menu?

When I think of Laguna Beach, I think California Costal Cuisine. 
Seafood has a huge influence in my perspective to our cuisine. 
I’m big on outsourcing local sustainable ingredients because 
they are literally at out fingertips. This style of cuisine also has 
such vast diversity and influences, that it gives us the opportunity 
to put a little of everything on the menu.

What makes the Laguna Beach culinary scene so exciting to 
you?

Laguna Beach has a unique, small-town vibe—which reminds 
me of where I grew up in the Midwest. Since I’ve been here, I’ve 
met so many amazing people in our community that support 
each other and help in anyway they can. To me, that’s special, 
and not seen in other surrounding cities.

What inspires you to create?

I’m a huge advocate of seasonal cooking, so the number one 
thing for me is seasons. Market driven, local ingredients. I also 
gather inspiration from various trends and dishes I see and 
experience when I dine out.

Your cocktail program is significant. When you’re creating a 
new cocktail menu, do you have food pairings in mind?

Catlin Robbins is our mixologist and has an immense passion for 
her craft. Her thought process behind her cocktails are similar 
to my inspiration for our food. Her cocktail menus flow with the 
season. Having those same flavor profiles, the pairing between 
food and drinks comes naturally.

You have a wonderfully diverse wine list. What do you think the 
best wine pairing is right now on your menu?

Hands down, our Chilean Seabass paired with our 2018 
Rombauer Chardonnay.

Coronavirus has had a major impact on the restaurant industry. 
What adjustments have you made to continue serving your 
amazing food to both on-sight and to-go patrons?

During the initial shut down we’ve definitely made major 
adjustments to our menu. To support out local patrons we 
lowered our pricing, and also offered affordable family meal 
options for take-out. We also cooked for various local shelters 
and local Laguna Beach authorities to do what we could for the 
community.

If you could open a restaurant anywhere on planet earth, 
where would it be and what would be the flagship menu item?

I’d love to open something small on the coast of Spain that 
serves homemade charcuterie, jamon, paella, fresh oysters, and 
any local seafood I can get my hands on.

You’re a culinary artist who obviously owns some impeccable 
taste buds when it comes to seafood. Where can you find the 
best sushi in O.C. right now? 

Best Sushi in OC hands down is Bluefin Tuna in Crystal Cove. 
Chef Abe is amazing. The first dish and most memorable wasn’t 
even sushi. It was a Chilean Seabass served with foie gras and 
truffle oil butter sauce. Amazing!

What are a few chef-inspired items that you can’t live without 
in your home kitchen?

I used to make a dish for my family all the time—bacon wrapped, 
cornbread stuffed pork loin grilled with an apricot glaze. It’s a 
simple dish, but has a lot of memories tied to it.

Our readers are very much into real estate. What does your 
dream home kitchen look like?

It has a Hestan French top with convection oven, a small grill, and 
a huge center island to enjoy dining with my family.
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15 RIM RIDGE
NEWPORT COAST
6 BEDS | 7.5 BATHS | 8,696 SQFT

OFFERED AT $13,750,000

This Grand Custom Estate, perfectly nestled along the Front 

row in Pelican Hill, provides unobstructed Ocean and Sunset 

Views. Internationally acclaimed, sophisticated and Timeless 

Architecture, this Ultra Exclusive community in The Pelican’s is 

Guard gated 24 hours a day. Enter the home’s Elegant Foyer 

with Dual Staircases and imported stone floors, An elegantly 

appointed Guest En-Suite bedroom and executive office 

offer a quiet sanctuary. The Great living, dining and adjacent 

music room are warmed with rich, patterned wood flooring, 

fabric wall coverings and crystal chandeliers which are only 

outdone by the inspiring ocean views.

Shawn Halan
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.505.2226 
shawn@shawnhalan.com
DRE# 01916884
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1520 N EL CAMINO REAL
SAN CLEMENTE

STARTING IN THE MID $700,000s

Broad sandy beaches, a historic pier, romantic architecture and a 

vibrant village...welcome to San Clemente, South Orange County’s 

charming, quintessential beach town that is widely beloved for its 

beauty, location and unparalleled lifestyle. At Terramour, your dream 

of sophisticated beachside living is within reach, leaving many to envy 

from afar.

Crafted in 2010 and freshly reimagined in 2020, Terramour’s limited 

edition of 16 residential attached residences offers everything you 

desire, from top-tier appointments and finishes to a private resort 

ambiance complete with a luxurious ocean-view rooftop deck for 

relaxation, entertaining and basking in the Southern California sunshine. 

Elegant and refined, Terramour presents an attainable OPPORTUNITY 

THAT IS RARE ALONG THE COAST.

Hoda Hajirnia
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.527.2414
hoda@agentinc.co
DRE #01955150

Drew D’Angelo
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.244.6754
drew@agentinc.co
DRE #01935951
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P. (949) 791 - 8160

E. info@agentstaging.co

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120 

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 

www.agentstaging.co

Let us help you increase your home's selling potential with our elevated home staging 

services. No upfront costs to agents or home sellers. We've teamed up with the best 

in the industry to help you discover and achieve the aesthetic design that best fits 

your home's unique style. From painting, to furniture, to decor, we take care of your 

every need to ensure your home makes a great first impression and brings in the 

highest offers.

Pay Nothing Up Front

The cost of your home staging comes out of the sale of your home

More Offers

Staging a home will likely increase the amount of offers you receive

Sell For More

More offers on the table means more chances of increasing your sale price
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LOCAL BUILDER SPOTLIGHT: 
PAT PATTERSON OF SAILHOUSE

When it comes to reimagining and reinventing Newport Beach’s architectural design 

and aesthetic, few have had the visionary impact of Sailhouse’s founder, Pat Patterson. 

Pat has been constructing and developing timeless, energy efficient properties across 

coastal Southern California for more than two decades. In 2009, he founded Newport 

Beach based Sailhouse, a real estate and development firm dedicated to bringing 

the sophisticated demands of coastal Orange County residents to life. Elevated sat 

down with Pat recently to discuss all things Newport Beach, including the inspiration 

behind his concepts, his latest work, and, of course, how to relax after a hard day of 

building dream homes.

You’ve built quite a reputation in Newport Beach as one of its 
premiere builders. Tell us how you got started in the area and 
how many homes you’ve built and redesigned.
I first started developing and investing in commercial real estate 
in the late 90’s, mostly in Orange County. During that time, I 
redesigned and rebuilt homes as a hobby—I just really enjoyed 
the process. I have built dozens of homes in the greater Newport 
Beach area.

Your vision has become a staple of exterior and interior design 
in Newport. Where do you draw your inspiration from? 
I get inspired by outstanding design, whether that be a house, 
car, or a pair of running shoes. As a builder, I have the pleasure 
of working with extremely talented design professionals every day 
and it’s very rewarding. I always challenge our designers to create 
a timeless design regardless of the architectural style.

Newport Beach has a mixed bag of architectural styles 
spanning decades of trends. Do you try to incorporate the 
original elements of the property when you redesign, or do you 
prefer to work with a blank slate? 
When building houses for our clients, we cater to their vision 
whether that be traditional, modern, or Spanish.  For Sailhouse’s 
signature projects, we prefer to start with a blank state.

Tell us about the concept and vision behind your latest home, 
411 39th St. 
Newport Island has a very eclectic mix of architectural styles 
including French, Spanish, Mediterranean and Traditional. I felt a 
Traditional Cape Cod architectural style would complement the 
intimate beach neighborhood. 

What’s your favorite element in the design? 
I like the super-clean interior finish details blended with a traditional 
interior and exterior architectural theme.

It seems the world of architectural and interior design is 
constantly changing these days. What current trends do you 
see having the most longevity? 
Sailhouse builds a fair amount of traditional Cape Cod or eastern 
seaboard style homes which we really like and have proven to be 
a timeless theme over many decades in Newport Beach. We also 
like Spanish and French revival architecture.

You’ve worked with several clients building their dream home 
from the ground up. What’s the best advice you can give 
someone looking to go down that path? 
Selecting the right design team will have the most significant 
impact on the overall outcome of the project. Architect, engineer, 
and interior designer need to be working in concert with one 
another from the very beginning through move in day. 

As we discussed earlier, Newport is home to several interesting 
architectural concepts. For someone looking to remodel, what 
features or upgrades would you recommend to immediately 
increase value? 
Many older homes near the beach are on small lots and are 
limited in ceiling height. Creating a design and finished product 
that enhances the feeling of open space, light, and overall volume 
will have a significant increase in value.

Many people run into headaches as far as budget is concerned 
when they remodel. How do you consistently stay on budget for 
your clients? 
Working from a complete, accurate, and detailed set of construction 
documents and building specifications will keep all projects on 
budget.

What’s the best part about creating in Newport Beach?
In our experience, folks in Newport Beach are very passionate 
about their homes and they really enjoy the process. That makes 
it fun for everyone.

Off the top of your head, are there any particular properties in 
Newport you haven’t built yourself that you admire? 
There are many. Newport Beach is fortunate to attract many great 
architects and clients who appreciate timeless design.

If you could build your own home anywhere in the world, where 
would it be and what would be its defining feature? 
My wife Ashley and I love being on the Big Island of Hawaii. Our 
home would be defined by the indoor/outdoor space, lanai and 
pool, of course.

After a long day of envisioning your client’s dream home, where’s 
the best spot to relax?
I like to walk around our neighborhood without my phone and look 
at all of the houses. It relaxes me.





5 LEESBURY COURT 
NEWPORT BEACH
5 BEDS | 5.5 BATHS | 5,300 SQFT

OFFERED AT $5,300,000

5 Leesbury Court Is A Turnkey, Hawaiian Style Estate Located 

In Newport Beach’s Prestigious Gated Community of Belcourt, 

And Features The Following Impressive Characteristics: Over 

20,000 SQ Feet of Lush, Tropical Oasis, Cathedral Family Room 

With Dramatic Soaring Ceilings, Roomy Wet Bar Three Beautiful 

Fire Places, A Gourmet Chef’s Dream Kitchen With Top Of The 

Line Appliances. The Main Level Also Features A Professionally 

Designed Office/Studio, Laundry And Powder Room, Formal 

Dining Room With Views, Ritzy Guest Bathroom, Private Guest 

Room With Private Bath. The Second Level Features An Expansive 

Master Suite, Two Walk In Closets, A Separate Seating Area And 

Retreat, Balcony Overlooking The Oasis Below, A Sauna, And A 

Private Lounge Room With A Relaxing Pressure Tub.

Dan Shabtai
Residential Agent Inc.
Associate
310.877.8888 
dan@agentinc.co
DRE# 01292740
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664 BERNETTE WAY 
RIVERSIDE
4 BEDS | 5 BATHS | 4,600 SQFT

OFFERED AT $1,425,000

This custom designed Riverside Estate in the Hawarden 

Summit Community boasts iconic and panoramic city views. 

The interior of the home offers a luxurious and modern 

upscale ambience and nowhere is this more evident than in 

the master bedroom suite where natural lighting highlights 

the space. The master bathroom features a stand alone 

tub, a sit-down vanity and a bidet. Don’t forget the closets 

and the calming view over your groomed and manicured 

grounds. As an added bonus there is a first floor bedroom 

that is ideal for guests. Invite your guests to enjoy the view 

from your gourmet chef’s kitchen as they sit around the 

oversized island with quartz countertops.

Kiana Gao
Residential Agent Inc.
Associate
407.408.2568  
kiana@agentinc.co
DRE# 02021712
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16 CORAL REEF
NEWPORT COAST
3 BEDS | 3.5 BATHS | 3,421 SQFT

OFFERED AT $2,995,000

Exquisitely renovated Pelican Ridge home (spring 2020). Enjoy 

panoramic sunsets from this stunning ocean view retreat. This 

turnkey split-level entertainer’s home boasts over 3,400 square 

feet of open floor plan living space, with beautiful eco-friendly 

hardwood flooring, 3 bedrooms and 3 ½ bathrooms, large 

screening/bonus room (optional 4th bedroom), office space, 

and spectacular views from entertaining spaces. Prepare a 

delicious meal in the newly renovated gourmet kitchen which 

flows into a family room with breathtaking panoramic views. 

Retreat and relax in the private and spacious master suite 

with a large sitting area and fireplace.

Marta Day
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.301.6836 
marta@agentinc.co
DRE# 02011965
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32 ROSAL STREET
RANCHO MISSION VIEJO
3 BEDS | 2 BATHS | 2,059 SQFT

OFFERED AT $983,754

Located in the new 55+ Community of Gavilán in Rancho 

Mission Viejo.  This gated haven in South Orange County is 

ideal for active adults who value low-maintenance living. A great 

opportunity to purchase a unique, oversized and private view 

lot.  A special one of a kind lot tucked in the corner with no one 

behind offers seclusion, peace and serenity while relaxing in 

your backyard.  The impressive single-story design incorporates 

a great room centered floor plan that merges easily with the 

gourmet kitchen and covered Ranch Room and creates an 

indoor/outdoor living space ideal for entertaining and taking in 

the views. Spacious design with over 2,000 sq. ft, 3-bedrooms, 

2 baths and a loft.

Cynthia 
LeMay-Tomasino
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Broker Associate
949.246.6261 
Cynthia@OCRealEstateServices.com
DRE# 01786713
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NAUTICAL STYLE, ON- AND 

OFFSHORE YACHT-MASTER

The Oyster Perpetual Yacht-Master carries 

the rich heritage that has bound Rolex and 

the world of sailing since the 1950s. This 

Professional watch provides a perfect blend 

of  functionality and nautical style, making it 

equally at home on and off the water.

www.rolex.com

YACHT-MASTER 42

18 CT WHITE GOLD



P. (949) 791 - 8160

E. info@agenttc.co

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120 

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

www.agenttc.co

For Erika DeGrote, real estate runs in the family. Raised in Huntington Beach by a 

real estate coach mother and a successful realtor father, Erika was drawn to the 

industry at a very young age and began her career as a Transaction Coordinator 

shortly after graduating from the renowned Mater Dei High School.  

Possessing preternatural organizational skills, Erika assists and interacts with 

realtors through all aspects of the administrative process, including opening 

escrow, coordinating inspections, submitting essential documents, and 

managing closing. 

Using her masterful management abilities, Erika provides the highest-level of 

assistance to all of her premiere agents, ensuring each transaction is flawlessly 

executed and fulfilled.





291 BEVERLY STREET
LAGUNA BEACH
4 BEDS | 4 BATHS | 2,127 SQFT

OFFERED AT $2,949,000

Fantastic opportunity to own a completely renovated upscale 

coastal contemporary designed duplex in highly sought-after 

North Laguna Beach. Both units offer elevated ocean views with 

awesome deck and new patio area perfect for outside living and 

taking in sunsets and Laguna’s beautiful Pacific Ocean views. 

Both units provide an open layout with a clean and energetic 

flow that includes rich white oak flooring, custom cabinets, 

custom stone counter tops throughout. Each feature two large 

bedrooms and two full baths along with a generous family 

and dining area and over sized closed garage with additional 

driveway parking in the rear.

Cheryl Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.842.5340
cheryl@cheryllynch.com
DRE #01341572

Gregory Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.300.7342
gregory@thelynchgroupoc.com
DRE #01982385
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621 LIDO PARK DRIVE F1
NEWPORT BEACH
2 BEDS | 2.5 BATHS | 2,058 SQFT

OFFERED AT $2,395,000

Experience the epitome of Lido Isle living in this Ralph Lauren 

inspired 2 bed 2 1/2 bath, bayfront home. Enter the spacious and 

bright condo to find walnut hardwood floors, crown molding’s, 9’ 

ceilings and abundant windows framing the magnificent front-

to-back marina views. Create dynamic culinary delights in the 

gourmet kitchen with calacatta countertops and professional 

stainless steel appliances including Viking range and oven. 

The open dining area is ideal for hosting celebrations, while the 

family room with cozy fireplace, and bay front balcony is made 

for enjoying citrus-soaked sunsets and entertaining close 

friends and family. Awaken each morning to sun-splashed bay 

views in the master suite with walk-in shower with bench, private 

water closet, an abundance of built in cabinets, large walk in 

closet and balcony overlooking the bay and Cannery Village. 

Working from home is a pleasure in the spacious den/office 

overlooking the landscaped inner atrium.

John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004
john@agentinc.co
DRE #01123869
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John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004
john@agentinc.co
DRE #01123869

Deborah Robinson
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.533.2234
deborah@agentinc.co
DRE #01399425

1 POINT CATALINA
BEAR BRAND CUSTOM ESTATE
6 BEDS | 7 BATHS | 10,000 SQFT

OFFERED AT $14,995,000

Experience pure opulence in design and function in this Bear Brand Ranch 

tour-de-force of French-inspired architectural brilliance. Every inch of this aprox 

8,900 sq. ft. estate has been carefully curated with structure, entertainment, and 

harmony in mind, featuring artisanal wood and marble flooring, columned dining 

room and living room, soaring coved ceilings, arched entryways, and landscape 

picture windows leading the eye to expansive ocean and island views. Awaken 

each sun-filled morning and gaze upon the Pacific in the oversized master 

bedroom with spa-inspired bathroom. With 6 spacious bedrooms, this distinctly 

refined residence is ideally suited for optimal luxury, privacy, and comfort. With 

a modern and generous chef’s kitchen, wine cellar with tasting area, approx 

1,100 sq. ft. guest cottage, as well as several loggias with stone fireplaces and 

sprawling French gardens, this abundant 2 acre estate is tailor-made not only 

for hosting stylish celebrations and delighting esteemed guests, but also for 

peaceful, present living in a serene, pastoral, and sunset-drenched environment. 





Vivian Heberlein
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
323.702.5189
vivian@agentinc.co
DRE #02020326

59 VERNAL SPRING
IRVINE
OFFERED AT $17,500/MONTH

4 BEDS | 4.5 BATHS | 5,211 SQFT

Highly desirable single story Master’s Collection estate home 

over half an acre lot with pasture views of rolling hills and the 

surrounding canyon. The main house has three bedrooms 

plus an office, an expansive great room with a fireplace, formal 

dining room overlooking the courtyard and gourmet chef’s 

kitchen and a breakfast table with canyon views. The large 

master suite and bath area has two separate showers, one 

steam and clothes lover dream closet. The separate guest 

casita hosts one bedroom, bathroom and separate sitting area. 

The backyard features an in ground pool and spa, outdoor 

pavilion with fireplace, BBQ and a large grassy area. The gated 

motor court offers plenty of private parking.
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P. (949) 791 - 8160

E. info@agentinsurancesolutions.co

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120 

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

www.agentinsurancesolutions.co

Peace of mind shouldn’t be a luxury when it comes to a real estate 

transaction. Our insurance specialists will make certain that interests are 

covered and your liabilities minimized.

Home Insurance

What would happen if your home was damaged by fire, flood, theft or some other 

unforeseen event? Could you afford to rebuild or replace all your personal 

belongings? Has the value of your coverage kept up with the value of your home 

and possessions? For most families, homeowners insurance is not something that 

you think about…until you need it. Then it becomes critically important. The right 

homeowners’ policy can cover both damages to your property and liability for any 

injuries you or members of your household cause to other people. Agent 

Insurance is a broker for all of your favorite major insurance companies like Liberty 

Mutual, Nationwide, Hartford, CHUBB, Mercury, and many more!



BENTLEY NEWPORT BEACH

STYLE AND ELEGANCE
Built by hand at the Bentley factory in Crewe, the Continental GT Convertible delivers an incredible 
driving experience, whether you have the roof up or down. And there is only one way to truly 
appreciate its craftsmanship, design and performance: experience the car for yourself.

The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ in wings device are registered trademarks. © 2020 Bentley Motors Limited.

445 East Coast Highway, Newport Beach, CA • 855-511-2690
Preview our entire inventory at newportbeach.bentleymotors.com

The New 2020 Bentley Continental GT Convertible



34 CORAL REEF
NEWPORT COAST
4 BEDS | 4 BATHS | 3,864 SQFT

OFFERED AT $3,195,000

Experience and indulge in majestic ocean views in this 

meticulously maintained California Riviera home inside 

prestigious Pelican Ridge. Located on the largest lot in the 

development, this expansive home features soaring ceilings, 

tasteful wood accents, hardwood and tile flooring throughout, 

as well as panoramic windows framing endless citrus-hewed 

sunsets. The open kitchen is made for the culinary artist, 

and includes granite countertops, large center island, ample 

pantry space, and top-tier stainless steel appliances, including 

six-burner range.

Hoda Hajirnia
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.527.2414
hoda@agentinc.co
DRE #01955150

Drew D’Angelo
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.244.6754
drew@agentinc.co
DRE #01935951
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239 FAIRVIEW STREET 
LAGUNA BEACH
1 BED | 1 BATH | 1,040 SQFT

OFFERED AT $8,475/MO

Laid back beach vibe meets chic New York City apartment. This designer 

furnished property has a modern cottage feel with open beamed ceilings, 

light bright rooms and a honed concrete tile floor throughout. The living 

room boasts vaulted ceilings, designer furnishings with original art and 

vintage Moroccan rugs. The open floor plan seamlessly blends the 

living, dining, cooking and outdoor private patios together. The gourmet 

cooks’ kitchen is equipped with everything needed to create and serve 

fabulous meals.

Vivian Heberlein
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
323.702.5189
vivian@agentinc.co
DRE #02020326



Vivian Heberlein
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
323.702.5189
vivian@agentinc.co
DRE #02020326

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160

E. info@agent55.co

www.agent55.co

If you’re looking for the ideal 55+ community, the professionals at Agent 55 can 

do it all. Our experts have access to the most desirable amenity rich residences 

in Orange County and across the nation, and are able to both masterfully guide 

each client into the perfect home, and sell current properties with ease and 

efficiency. The Agent 55 team prides themselves on their ability to handle any 

and all unique requests and financial expectations by utilizing their expansive 

network of clientele and colleagues to attract buyers or discover the ideal living 

situation. Backed by the brand recognition and expertise of Agent Inc., Agent 55 

provides clients with the comfort of a streamlined transactional process from 

start to finish, and the ability to effortlessly purchase and sell properties quickly 

and with the utmost care. 





4 UPPER VINTAGE ROAD
LAGUNA NIGUEL
6 BEDS | 7 BATHS | 7,355 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

A rare opportunity to own a masterpiece. This custom built, 

Ocean View Estate is located in the highly desirable “upper 

section” of the Exclusive, Guard Gated Community of Bear 

Brand Ranch. One of South Orange County’s most desirable 

neighborhoods, known for its Grand homes, security and 

convenient location close to the beaches. Original owner, 

insisted that it be a “cut lot” with no fill, which reduces the 

possibility of soil compaction and ground movement. Built 

above standard throughout with specific Architectural and 

Landscape Plans created for the lot including the use of 

steel, precast concrete, including Arches, Pella windows, 10’ 

solid wood doors and Custom, Grand metal doors.

Shawn Halan
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.505.2226 
shawn@shawnhalan.com
DRE# 01916884
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1 ATASCADERO
IRVINE
5 BEDS | 4.5 BATHS | 4,315 SQFT

OFFERED AT $1,998,000

Exquisite turnkey 5-bed / 4.5-bath home in the guard-gated 

community of Northpark! This 4,315 sq ft home has prime 

location as last house on a dead-end street. No street traffic 

and sits directly in front of spacious greenbelt. Features a 

3-car garage; oversized driveway; beautiful gourmet kitchen 

with a Silestone island that opens to a breakfast nook; and 

family room with a gas fireplace. Solid, custom walnut floors 

throughout main areas. Built-ins throughout. The downstairs 

also features a formal dining room, library with gorgeous 

floor-to-ceiling bookcase, formal living room with fireplace 

and a separate bedroom with its own bathroom; perfect for 

your guests!

Marta Day
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.301.6836 
marta@agentinc.co
DRE# 02011965
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P. (949) 791 - 8160

E. info@agentescrow.co

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120 

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 

www.agentescrow.co

Having a knowledgeable escrow officer is vital to every real estate transaction. Our 
experts provide affordable and personalized escrow services.

Agent Escrow is one of only a few escrow companies in the U.S. that offers both 
SOC 1 and SOC 2 certification. What this means is that you and your clients have 
access to one of the safest and most reliable escrow companies, not only here in 
the U.S., but also across the globe. One of our biggest assets and a major key to our 
success is our Escrow Officer, Kim Ornellas. Kim is one of the finest escrow officers 
in the nation and brings with her 36 years of unparalleled service and experience. 
Whether it’s residential, commercial, new construction, vacant land, bulk sales, 
foreclosures—you name it, she’s done it.

So what Kim and our Agent Escrow team do is allow you to consolidate services 
during the closing process, creating an easygoing experience for your clients. Agent 
Escrow is backed by the expertise and security of one of the nation’s finest escrow 
companies, which is an important part of gaining the trust of your client.
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Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 

www.agentescrow.co

Having a knowledgeable escrow officer is vital to every real estate transaction. Our 
experts provide affordable and personalized escrow services.

Agent Escrow is one of only a few escrow companies in the U.S. that offers both 
SOC 1 and SOC 2 certification. What this means is that you and your clients have 
access to one of the safest and most reliable escrow companies, not only here in 
the U.S., but also across the globe. One of our biggest assets and a major key to our 
success is our Escrow Officer, Kim Ornellas. Kim is one of the finest escrow officers 
in the nation and brings with her 36 years of unparalleled service and experience. 
Whether it’s residential, commercial, new construction, vacant land, bulk sales, 
foreclosures—you name it, she’s done it.

So what Kim and our Agent Escrow team do is allow you to consolidate services 
during the closing process, creating an easygoing experience for your clients. Agent 
Escrow is backed by the expertise and security of one of the nation’s finest escrow 
companies, which is an important part of gaining the trust of your client.

3936 KINGSBURY COURT
SEAL BEACH
4 BEDS | 4 BATHS | 3,400 SQFT

OFFERED AT $1,429,000

Stunning 4 Bedroom Home in Gated Prestigious Old Ranch Community! 

One of the Best locations in Old Ranch. This home is on a Premium lot, 

Cul-de-sac and backs up to the Beautiful Private Park. Desirable Plan 2 

Floor Plan offers a Downstairs Bedroom , Formal Dining area with Dramatic 

Cathedral Ceilings, Spacious Gourmet Kitchen with New Stainless Steel 

Appliances Quartz Counter Tops and Huge Island. There is a Sunlit Morning 

Room adjacent to Kitchen. Fresh Interior Paint and New Solid Hardwood 

Floors throughout.

Claudia Savino
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
562.244.8444
claudia@agentinc.co
DRE #01206501
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32416 COAST
LAGUNA BEACH
3 BEDS | 3.5 BATHS | 2,572 SQFT

OFFERED AT $2,750,000

Move-in ready Beach House with access to the amazing Three 

Arch Bay Community, one of Southern California’s premier 

beaches. Three Arch Bay sits on 29 acres and is a private 

gated beach community. The beach is only accessible by 

residence through the community and this is your opportunity 

to gain access. Designed by Horst Noppenberger of Horst 

Architects in Laguna Beach, the home is on PCH near the 

community entrance. Upon entering the home you will notice 

the attention to detail that this modern luxury home has to 

offer. It starts with beautiful hardwood floors, granite counter 

tops, modern cabinetry and stainless steel appliances. 

Henry Shahinian
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.241.5277 
henry@agentinc.co
DRE# 02090781
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21581 MEMBRILLA
MISSION VIEJO
4 BEDS | 2.5 BATHS | 2,033 SQFT

OFFERED AT $829,000

Location! Panoramic Views! Privacy! Premium view lot with 

views of Long Beach & Palos Verdes Peninsula on a clear 

day. Nestled at the end of a desirably tranquil single loaded 

cul-de-sac location in the highly sought after neighborhood 

of Monteil! A meticulously kept yard reminiscent of a tropical 

paradise leads to your front entry. Benefit from a large 

wrap-around backyard while enjoying panoramic views 

and beautiful sunsets. The side yard features a Custom 

designed sculptural rockscape fountain that provides a 

perfect blend of beauty and originality. 

Cynthia LeMay-Tomasino
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Broker Associate
949.246.6261 
Cynthia@OCRealEstateServices.com
DRE# 01786713
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HEALTH AND FITNESS
INTERVIEW WITH CONTRIBUTOR 
GIL YURLY 



What inspired you to jump into the fitness industry?
I attended Chapman University to pursue my dream of professional 
baseball. I took up strength training as a means of conditioning. 
Once I finished school and realized a career in the major leagues 
was not on the horizon, I got hooked on bodybuilding. It filled the void 
of baseball, and I figured if I could pack on enough muscle, I could 
be pretty good.  I became a natural bodybuilder, and won several 
titles. From there, I took my knowledge and experience, and began 
helping people with their fitness goals.

You’ve worked with a wide range of people, from noted athletes to 
9-to-5 executives. What are some tips for those of us just starting 
out on the path to getting fit? 
I would suggest finding an activity or two that you enjoy, and if 
possible, grab a partner.
Cardio activities enhance the heart and lungs, while strength 
activities build muscle and reshape the body. Both are essential and 
consistency is key.

One of the toughest parts of maintaining an exercise and strength 
regimen is remaining committed to your goals. How do you keep 
your clients focused?
We derive our fitness goals from an initial consultation with the client. 
There can be daily and weekly check-ins, especially with the weight 
loss program, to make sure we are staying on track and doing what 
we need to do. With most clients, we keep workout charts that show 
their continued improvement.
One great thing about strength training is that muscles adapt to 
overload and progress is made weekly, especially in the early stages. 
I like to keep the workouts fresh, as diversity leads to continuous 
improvement as well.

Fitness is based on results. Tell us a how working with a personal 
trainer can optimize results. 
Unless you grew up in the gym, most people lack the expertise 
necessary to obtain their desired results. They know what they like to 
accomplish, but are void of direction and end up getting frustrated or 
spinning their wheels on their own. Rather than incurring frustration, 
injury, and wasting time, a Body Wise fitness trainer will create a 
tailored program designed to educate and encourage you, allowing 
you to reach your desired results.

The Executive Fitness Program (12 Weeks to a New You) at Body 
Wise guarantees a “new you.” What makes it such a unique and 
successful program?
Most people want to lose at least a little weight. The Heaven Sent 
weight loss program, aka (Lose 30 lbs in 30 days), along with a goal-
oriented, structured, “get fit” system of training-with-accountability 
work synergistically together to create the ideal you. With this 
program, you can expect an amazing transformation within three 
months!

Your Heaven Sent (Lose 30 lbs in 30 Days) weight loss program 
is extremely popular. Tell us how you developed the concept.
This is the fastest, safest, most cost-effective, and amazing program 
I have ever seen! I’ve been promoting it for 9 years with well over 
700 successful clients. Everyone gets excellent to amazing results. 
The program is completely outside the box. It’s not “calories in, 
calories out” like every other diet out there. We use a specially 
designed liquid that releases stored fat so the body can burn it 
as the caloric energy it needs throughout the day. All of your blood 
work will go south, and most people don’t have the cravings. With 
the Heaven Sent Weight Loss Program, people have been able to 
get off their insulin, off blood pressure and cholesterol medications, 
and triglyceride levels drop. People sleep better and they have 
more energy! If you’re struggling with weight control issues, this 
program is a life-changer—it will be the best thing you can do 
physically for yourself this year.

I think it’s safe to assume you stick to a rather healthy diet—but 
you must have a cheat food. What is it?
With a 20-year competitive bodybuilding career in the rearview 
mirror, my discipline and good eating habits have been set for life. 
If I need to gain some weight, I can, and if I need to lose it, that’s 
not a problem. Through trial and error I know my body and what it 
takes to do what I need it to do. 
That being said, I have a high metabolism, which in part is a 
byproduct of 35 years of strength training, and comes in handy now 
as an older man. So I can get away with eating some high calorie 
dense foods that aren’t the best for us. My favorite food is cheese 
pizza! I could eat it nearly every day, but limit it to once or twice a 
week. I’ve always had a sweet tooth, but I limit that to weekends 
only. If you work out consistently and watch your nutrition, you can 
get away with cheating a bit for sure. 
A good rule to follow is to have a cheat day or one-and-a-half cheat 
days a week where you eat your favorite foods—because, let’s face 
it, you’re not going to give those up forever. But you need to stay 
strong the other five and a half days of the week. If you are able 
to stay disciplined, you can enjoy your favorite foods without much 
guilt.

Speaking of diet, what are some of your favorite local spots to 
grab a bite to eat that are in line with a healthy Body Wise diet?
There are so many places to eat good food—you just have to order 
healthy. Order lean protein sources, vegetables, and watch your 
beverage intake and desserts you’ll be fine. Among our favorite 
eating spots are Boston Market, and Sabatino’s Italian Restaurant. 
We love Peter and his delicious food!

Since 2002, Gil Yurly and his wife Laurel have been transforming 
lives and bodies with their revolutionary fitness programs designed 
to maximize results. As the owner of Body Wise Fitness for nearly 20 
years, Gil and Laurel have established themselves as two of the most 
respected personal trainers in Southern California, having worked 
with a vast spectrum of clients across all ages, including noted 
athletes, celebrities, and executives. Gil also holds five bodybuilding 
titles, including the 1992 and 2002 Mr. Natural California, and is a 
proud alumnus of Chapman University, where he played baseball. 
Elevated was delighted to check in with Gil and get some insider 
information on what’s happening in the fitness industry today and 
learn more about his groundbreaking Executive Fitness and Heaven 
Sent Weight Loss programs.





10 S VISTA DE CATALINA
LAGUNA BEACH
4 BEDS | 3.75 BATHS | 2,850 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Completely turnkey OCEAN VIEW cottage style charmer located in 

the private beach front neighborhood of Three Arch Bay (upper). 

This completely remodeled 4 bedroom with 3 bedrooms on the 

main floor make this open floor plan ideal for entertaining. The 

lovely tree covered private back yard boasts large ocean views with 

patio and barbecue decks for alfresco dining. All hardwood floors 

throughout. 3 fireplaces and stylish architectural details galore! 

Upon entering the large private courtyard and lush landscaped 

grounds, you will be welcomed by the dutch front door -- which 

allows the fantastic oceanic breeze to flow throughout the great 

room. The great room highlights it’s beamed ceilings, gas fireplace, 

and large built-in bookcases -- all opening to one of the 3 patios.

Renee Burleigh
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
804.387.1306 
renee@agentinc.co
DRE# 02032914
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22321 CLEARBROOK
MISSION VIEJO
4 BEDS | 2.5 BATHS | 3,275 SQFT

OFFERED AT $1,399,000

Luxurious living in Canyon Crest Enjoy crystalline peace and 

tranquility inside prestigious, guard-gated Canyon Crest. As 

you enter this rare gem located on a quiet cul-de-sac, you’ll 

find a beautiful cast bronze fountain as well as large sculpted 

iron doors. Inside, a magnificent stairway leads to the upstairs 

bedrooms, while the light-filled living room with soaring ceilings, 

massive picture windows, and fireplace is perfect for family 

gatherings and cozy evenings. The chef-ready kitchen features 

new countertops, custom cabinetry, double oven with six-range 

burner, and is perfect for hosting joyous celebrations and 

holidays.

John Veytia
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Broker Associate
949.701.5554
john.veytia@agentinc.co
DRE# 00279282
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40 SMITHCLIFFS ROAD
LAGUNA BEACH
7 BEDS | 8 BATHS | 9,594 SQFT

OFFERED AT $8,900,000

From the moment you pass through the private gates at Smithcliffs, 

you feel a sense of pride, sophistication, and accomplishment. 

Custom built on a generous half-acre corner parcel, you are one 

of a very few to own a coastal estate of this size, privacy, and 

exceptional opulence. This French Normandy Estate is a true 

coastal compound which includes just shy of 10,000 square feet 

of living space. The classic entrance invites you to discover five 

bedrooms and 6 baths in the main residence that includes a 

spacious master suite with cozy fireplace. The grand formal dining 

room features a carved beamed ceilings and a wine cellar.

Cheryl Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.842.5340
cheryl@cheryllynch.com
DRE #01341572

Gregory Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.300.7342
gregory@thelynchgroupoc.com
DRE #01982385
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John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004
john@agentinc.co
DRE #01123869

Deborah Robinson
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.533.2234
deborah@agentinc.co
DRE #01399425

2936 CLIFF DR
NEWPORT BEACH
5 BEDS | 5.5 BATHS | 5,907 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

New Construction Newport Heights. Breathtaking views, on a quiet 

secluded wide street, walking distance to restaurants and shops, 5 

minutes to Lido Marina, Fashion Island and freeways. Over 7500 square 

feet of Open Concept true “Indoor/Outdoor Living” with five bedrooms, 

five and one-half bath, two fireplaces, three car garage, elevator, walk-

in wine cellar, office/bonus room, and a 628 Square foot rooftop deck 

with Panromantic Views of Lido Isle, Newport Coast, Mountains, and 

Newport Bay. 5-minute walk to your local coffee shop, boat dock, and 

retail shopping. Oversize master bathroom with Ocean views - his/

her showers and toilets. Watch endless sunsets from your front patio, 

kitchen, master bedroom, rooftop deck, and office downstairs. 



Diane Buckingham
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
760.989.1902
diane@agentinc.co
DRE #01457476

72600 SUN VALLEY LANE
PALM DESERT
6 BEDS | 9 BATHS | 6,099 SQFT

OFFERED AT $6,250/MO

A stunning view home in the Summit community of Palm Desert! Situated 

on an elevated lot there are sweeping northern views of the mountains 

visible from the master bedroom, kitchen and pool. Soaring ceiling and 

open space abounds in this contemporary design complete with neutral 

toned marble floors. The main level has 3 BRs plus den/office, powder 

room, step-down living room and a raised gas fireplace. A bright, open, 

gourmet kitchen has new appliances, a pantry, center island & ample 

storage. Enter the romantic master suite through double doors to a 

lounging area with a fireplace & closet space enclosed behind mirrored 

doors! This home is well-suited for a big family.... the open living room has 

a wet bar, a space for media/TV and a large elevated dining area.
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Discover life at Southern California’s treasured coastline. 

Join us for a tour and experience the exquisite beauty 

and luxurious lifestyle of Orange County’s finest coastal 

properties. In celebration of your tour, enjoy a special gift 

from Agent inc. and Monarch Beach Resort. Should you 

decide to call Southern California home, a Membership to 

The Club at Monarch Beach can be yours. Discover the 

resort’s distinctive amenities with privileged access to three 

pristine swimming pools, the secluded, private beach club, 

award-wining spa and championship golf course.

Schedule your tour today by calling 

804.387.1306 or 949.280.5249.

www.monarchbeachresort.com
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THE RITZ-CARLTON
PARADISE VALLEY

Offered by The Solvere Group, LLC (AZ DRE #LC631297000). The Ritz-Carlton Residences, Paradise Valley are not owned, developed or sold by The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, L.L.C. or its affiliates (“Ritz-Carlton”). FSPV Parcel C, LLC and it’s affiliates (“Developer”) 
use The Ritz-Carlton marks under a license from Ritz-Carlton, which has not confirmed the accuracy of any of the statements or representations made herein. Square footages are gross measurements based on architectural plans and may very based on 
location of unit.  All renderings contained herein are artist impressions, conceptual interpretations, merely intended as illustration and all depicted improvements are proposed only and are not in existence.  No guarantee is made that the described features, 
services, amenities or facilities will be available or built. Developer reserves the right to make any modifications, revisions or withdrawals in its sole discretion and without prior notice. THE IMPROVEMENTS DESCRIBED HEREIN ARE PROPOSED ONLY AND 
NO WARRANTY IS GIVEN OR IMPLIED THAT THE IMPROVEMENTS WILL BE COMPLETED.  ORAL REPRESENTATIONS CANNOT BE RELIED UPON AS CORRECTLY STATING REPRESENTATIONS OF THE DEVELOPER. FOR CORRECT REPRESENTATIONS, MAKE 



The Ritz-Carlton, Paradise Valley promises to be one of the finest 

resorts of its kind ever built in Arizona. Spread out over approximately 

20 acres, the design of the hotel will employ simple, elegant forms 

to create relaxed, comfortable spaces in the time-honored tradition 

of luxury architecture. The stunning Grand Lobby, situated above 

the rest of the hotel overlooking Camelback Mountain, will greet 

guests with a water feature that cascades down through the 

property to a world-class spa. The resort’s room composition 

includes spacious suites with superior amenities and design. The 

abundant oversized suites, detached casitas and bungalows will 

make The Ritz-Carlton, Paradise Valley an ideal destination for 

those seeking a private oasis.

www.rcpvluxury.com

REFERENCE TO THE DOCUMENTS THAT ARE REQUIRED BY ARIZONA REVISED STATUTES, 32-2181, et seq,. TO BE FURNISHED BY A DEVELOPER TO A BUYER OR LESSEE. This is not an offer of real estate for sale or solicitation of an offer to buy, to residents of 
any state, province or other jurisdiction where the project is not registered in accordance with applicable law or where such offering or solicitation would otherwise be prohibited by law. Void where prohibited. No sales will occur until permitted by the Arizona 
Department of Real Estate; all sales are conditioned upon the issuance by the Arizona Department of Real Estate of a Disclosure Report for the community and buyers’ receipt and acceptance of the Disclosure Report. Only lot reservations will be accepted 
by Developer, and only as permitted by the Arizona Department of Real Estate, until the Disclosure Report for the development has been issued; provided, further, that Developer is under no obligation to accept reservations.



6682 EAST MALCOMB DRIVE
PARADISE VALLEY, AZ
4 BEDS | 4.5 BATHS | 5,590 SQFT

OFFERED AT $3,995,000

Love Where You Live in this 5590 sq/ft modern home on a 

secluded lot in KACHINA ESTATES! Home boasts modern 

opulence with state of the art finishes. The home offers a large 

master suite with HUGE closet, large tub and walk in shower. 

3 additional bedrooms, each with an en-suite bath are split 

from the Master. The chef’s kitchen and great room open to 

a covered outdoor living area through expansive, retractable 

glass doors that lead to your pool and private spa. A dining 

room with wine storage and butler’s pantry allows for endless 

entertaining opportunities. The theater room plus an office/

playroom and home automation allow for total home flexibility. 

All of this on a private lot with 4 car garage and gated driveway!

Kirk Linehan
Senior Associate
Kirk.linehan@gmail.com
480.486.7706
DRE # SA668759000

Davon Wade
Senior Associate
Davon.m.wade@gmail.com
480.291.3097
DRE # SA687928000

Agent inc Group
Brokered By EXP Realty
LC634213007



Agent inc Group
Brokered By EXP Realty
LC634213007
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Offered by The Solvere Group, LLC (AZ DRE #LC631297000). The Fendi Residences, Scottsdale are not owned, developed or sold by Fendi S.r.l. or its a liates (“Fendi”). Five Star Land Owner, LLC and its a liates (“Developer”) use Fendi marks under a license 
from Fendi, which has not confirmed the accuracy of any  of the statements or representations made herein. Square footages are gross measurements based on architectural plans and may vary based on location of    unit. All renderings contained herein 
are artist impressions, conceptual interpretations, merely intended as illustration and all depicted improvements are proposed only and are not in existence. No guarantee is made that the described features, services, amenities or facilities will be available 
or built. Developer reserves the right to make any modifications, revisions or withdrawals in its sole discretion and without prior notice. THE IMPROVEMENTS DESCRIBED HEREIN ARE PROPOSED ONLY AND NO WARRANTY IS GIVEN OR IMPLIED THAT THE 
IMPROVEMENTS WILL BE COMPLETED. ORAL REPRESENTATIONS CANNOT BE RELIED UPON AS REPRESENTATIONS OF THE DEVELOPER. FOR CORRECT REPRESENTATIONS, MAKE REFERENCE TO THE DOCUMENTS THAT ARE REQUIRED BY ARIZONA 



If you were driving down Scottsdale Road, you would know the FENDI building right when you saw 

it. The architectural team from Milan has been intimately involved with the local team to create 

a one of a kind icon for Arizona and the United States. The building, the public spaces and the 

interiors of the Residences will all exude the elegance, grace, glamour and attention to detail 

which Fendi is known for. Interest list is currently forming www.fendiresidencesaz.com 

FENDI 
PRIVATE RESIDENCES

REVISED STATUTES, 32-2181, et seq,. TO BE FURNISHED BY A DEVELOPER TO A BUYER OR LESSEE. This is not an offer of real estate for sale or solicitation of an offer to buy, to residents of any state, province or other jurisdiction where the project is not registered 
in accordance with applicable law or where such offering or solicitation would otherwise be prohibited by law. Void where prohibited. No sales will occur until permitted by the Arizona Department of Real Estate; all sales are conditioned upon the issuance 
by the Arizona Department of Real Estate of a Disclosure Report for the community and buyers receipt and acceptance of the Disclosure Report. Only lot reservations will be accepted by Developer, and only as permitted by the Arizona Department of Real 
Estate, until the Disclosure Report for the development has been issued; provided, further, that Developer is under no obligation to accept lot reservations.



A NEW LAS VEGAS
YOUR NEW LIFE STORY
ON TOP OF THE WORLD NEW LUXURY HOME



A NEW LAS VEGAS
YOUR NEW LIFE STORY
ON TOP OF THE WORLD NEW LUXURY HOME

659 SCENIC RIM DRIVE
HENDERSON, NV
5 BEDS | 7 BATHS | 8,645 SQFT   

OFFERED AT $5,995,000

On Top of the World New Luxury Home - a glittering 

pillar of sophistication and world-class luxury that 

rises above the Las Vegas city’s skyline. Every detail 

of construction, architecture, interior design and 

world-class amenities has been executed to exceed 

your expectations. Gourmet kitchen, Wine Cellar, 

Game room, Wet-bar, Fabulous Master Retreat, Spa 

Inspired Master Bath, Guest Suites, Office, Theater, 

Resort Style Pool & Spa Must See Home

Bob & J ill Barnhart
Residential Agent Inc.
Luxurious Estates
702.250.6062 | 702.280.2277
bobbarnhart@agentinc.co
jill@agentinc.co
DRE #01146007 | 01996997
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LAKEFRONT ESTATE
RESORT STYLE LIVING
ACCESSIBLE ONLY TO THOSE WITH VISION, 
LAKE LAS VEGAS IS AN EXCLUSIVE PARADISE FOR 
THOSE SEEKING PRIVATE LIVING AT ITS FINEST



LAKEFRONT ESTATE
RESORT STYLE LIVING
ACCESSIBLE ONLY TO THOSE WITH VISION, 
LAKE LAS VEGAS IS AN EXCLUSIVE PARADISE FOR 
THOSE SEEKING PRIVATE LIVING AT ITS FINEST

34 GRAND 
CORNICHE DRIVE
HENDERSON, NV
5 BEDS | 11 BATHS | 9,781 SQFT   

OFFERED AT $5,950,000

Behind the secluded gates of South Shore, this 

immaculate 3-story custom Santa Barbara designed 

estate is the essence of luxury living on the lake. 

This masterpiece, equipped with the latest home 

automation technology, offers expansive space 

yet lives intimately. Breathtaking lake & golf course 

views are seen from almost every window! Sip Miele 

espresso, entertain in the impressive backyard or 

cruise the lake off the private dock!! Theater, Resort 

Style Pool & Spa Must See Home

Bob & J ill Barnhart
Residential Agent Inc.
Luxurious Estates
702.250.6062 | 702.280.2277
bobbarnhart@agentinc.co
jill@agentinc.co
DRE #01146007 | 01996997
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NEW MEGA MANSION
LAS VEGAS
THE LARGEST NEW MANSION FOR SALE IN VEGAS, 
BEVERLY HILLS MEETS VEGAS... IN SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS



NEW MEGA MANSION
LAS VEGAS
THE LARGEST NEW MANSION FOR SALE IN VEGAS, 
BEVERLY HILLS MEETS VEGAS... IN SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS

48 AUGUSTA 
CANYON WAY 
LAS VEGAS, NV
9 BEDS | 13 BATHS | 18,210 SQFT   

OFFERED AT $12,000,000

The Largest New Mansion For Sale in Vegas. Beverly 

Hills meets Vegas... $12 Million Dollar New Mega 

Mansion. Every detail of construction, architecture, 

interior design and world-class amenities have been 

executed to exceed your expectations, resulting in 

an unparalleled luxury experience. Gated Estate, 

Porte Cochere, 6 Car, Ultra-Lounge, Game Room, 

Resort Pool, Gym, Day-Spa, Office, Movie Theater, 

Basketball-court, Poker Room

Bob & J ill Barnhart
Residential Agent Inc.
Luxurious Estates
702.250.6062 | 702.280.2277
bobbarnhart@agentinc.co
jill@agentinc.co
DRE #01146007 | 01996997
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3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160

E. info@agentmortgage.co

Our mortgage professionals work hard on your behalf to secure the best rates 

possible and minimize fees. You’re always in the loop and up-to-date throughout 

the process.

• 15 years of experience in closing loan transactions of all types

• Licensed throughout wholesale channels with 21 of the top lenders in the 
nation

• Very savvy, knowledgeable, and assertive team.

• Top Technology making the process simple for clients

• Our pricing makes you as the Realtor look great for the referral

• Constant Communication with all parties to ensure a smooth escrow

• Enough wisdom to re-work files and make them work if circumstances change

• Easily accessible to all parties either via phone, zoom, meeting, or person

the qualifier
www.agentmortgage.co



GULFSTREAM G700 
DEVELOPMENT ACCELERATES

WWW.GULFSTREAM.COM

The G700 features the longest, widest and tallest cabin in the industry with 20 Gulfstream panoramic oval windows and 

up to five living areas, along with an ultragalley with more than 10 feet of counter space and a crew compartment or 

passenger lounge; a master suite with shower; and the industry’s only ultra high-definition circadian lighting system. The 

G700 is powered by Rolls-Royce Pearl 700 engines and can fly at its high-speed cruise of Mach 0.90 for 6,400 nautical 

miles/11,853 kilometers or at its long-range cruise of Mach 0.85 for 7,500 nm/13,890 km. The G700 also includes the Gulfstream 

Symmetry Flight Deck™ with the industry’s only electronically linked active control sidesticks; the most extensive use of 

touch-screen technology in business aviation; and Gulfstream’s award-winning Predictive Landing Performance System.      
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www.pastorrick .com

PUT YOUR 
FAITH IN 
GOD AND
GOD ALONE
Rick Warren

follow us on: A  f a i t h  t h a t  w o r k s
w h e n  l i f e  d o e s n ´ t



www.ColginCellars.com

CLOSING NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

JOHN MCMONIGLE

One of my favorite questions to ask friends, colleagues, clients, and even strangers is, “What are you 

excited about?” Most of the time, my question is met with a quizzical expression—but then, 

something happens—a light bulb goes off. This question may seem like a simple and lighthearted 

query on the surface—but in actuality, it is an extremely powerful mental exercise, forcing us to 

remove the physical, spiritual, and emotional detritus from our daily life, and focus on what we value. 

And what we value is what brings us true happiness.

There are many things I’m excited about in both my personal and professional life. When it comes to 

Agent Inc., I’m extremely excited to announce our collaboration with Entefy, one of the world’s most 

cutting-edge tech and solutions companies, to deliver a transformative Artificial Intelligence element 

to Agent Inc.’s already groundbreaking real estate platform.  

To start, Entefy has been asked to expand Agent Inc.’s P3 Formula—the industry’s first interactive 

Automated Valuation Model designed to help our clients determine the probability of a successful 

sale of a home. By offering our clients and agents precision financial and marketplace insight, Agent 

Inc. is able to consistently meet expectations with maximum efficiency and accuracy. 

Entefy is also continuing to build-out our exclusive Agent Elevated program, which will be the first 

intuitive Customer Relationship Management software designed to assist Agent Inc. agents gauge 

the probability of their own success in their respective markets.

But that’s not all I’m excited about. Believe it or not, I’m excited about the times we are currently living 

in. I’m excited that every day is a new adventure and a new challenge. We all need a little more 

grounding and a little more peace during these highly polarizing and unique times. I encourage each 

of us to focus on remaining positive, and acting with a sense of purpose and servitude, both to 

ourselves and to those around us. 

Over the past weeks, I’ve been able to turn to a respected leader, Rick Warren—author of the 

best-selling Purpose Driven Life—to help me along the way, keeping me focused and prepared for 

these new challenges. Rick is currently hosting a downloadable podcast called Daily Hope, which is 

designed to help all of us, regardless of our beliefs, navigate the “dis-ease” of Covid-19 by spreading 

a simple yet powerful message—“A faith that works when life doesn’t.” 

I encourage all of our readers to trust that our community, our collective spirit, and our nation will find 

the faith needed to persevere and continue moving forward into a brighter future. Now is the time to 

invest in ourselves and our community. Now is the time to be excited! 

God �e�! John McMonigle
Founder, Agent Inc.
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